Abstract The key question of this letter is whether the K − -nucleus optical potential is deep, as it is prefered by the phenomenological fits to kaonic atoms data, or shallow, as it comes out from unitary chiral model calculations. The current experimental situation is reviewed.
Deep K − -nucleus optical potentials are preferred in the phenomenological fits to kaon atoms data -the resulting potential can be up to 600 MeV deep in the center of the nucleus [1] . According to [1] if the potential is deep enough to bind K − inside the nucleus so strongly that the main decay channels (K − N → Λπ, Σπ) will be blocked, this will open a new very rich field of physics -kaonic nuclei. These very compact and very dense objects, with central density which can be 10 or even more times larger than the normal nuclear density [1] , could then be produced in the laboratories. These deeply bound K − states in the nuclei will be long living, and, thus, can be observed and directly studied experimentally, contrary to dense and hot, but highly dynamical systems created in relativistic heavy ion collisions. A sufficiently large attraction could also make possible the existence of kaon condensates in nuclei and in neutron stars.
On the other hand, the existence of such states would be a call for theoreticians to look for some modifications of chiral unitary models, because all potentials based on underlying chiral dynamics of the kaon-nucleon interaction are shallow (of the order of 40-60 MeV attraction at nuclear matter density) and with large imaginary part (also about 40-60 MeV at nuclear matter density) [2, 3] . Such potentials do produce K − bound states in nuclei, but these cannot be observed experimentally, because their width is much larger than the energy separation between the levels.
From the experimental side the search for bound K − states with nucleons is a most direct and clear way to answer whether the K − -nucleon potential is deep or shallow, because only a deep potential may generate states sufficiently narrow to be observed experimentally. Since 2004 several claims of observed deeply bound K − states have been made, but the situation is still very unclear (see Fig. 1 ).
The first claim of K − pnn bound state came from the K − stop + 4 He → p + X proton missing mass experiment at KEK [4] , and it was withdrawn after the new more precise experiment [5] . Later came two claims from the FINUDA experiment of the observation of K − pp bound state in Λp invariant mass spectra in stopped K − reaction with different light nuclei [6] ; and of the observation of K − ppn bound state in Λd invariant mass spectra in stopped K − reaction with 6 Li [7] . However, in [8, 9, 10, 11] we have shown that all the experimental signals used to support these claims of the observed deeply bound K − clusters with nucleons can be explained (within the experimental accuracy) without bound states by means of K − absorption from a low lying atomic orbit by two or three nucleons correspondingly, leaving the rest as spectators; and correctly taking into account the nuclear medium effects, namely the Fermi motion/recoil for the light nuclei like 4 He [11], 6 Li [9] ; and the final state interaction of the particles, generated in K − absorption, with daughter nucleus [8] . There are also claims of K − pp and K − ppn bound states fromp annihilation in 4 He at rest measured by OBELIX@CERN [12] , however their statistical significance is very low. The most recent is the claim of K − pp bound state, seen in pp → K + X reaction, from DISTO experiment [13] . These experimental claims are under investigation now. Before calling in new physics one has to make sure that these data cannot be explained with conventional mechanisms.
One thing can be noticed immediately by looking at Fig. 1 -the binding energies and width of the same cluster from the claims of different experiments do not agree with each other. Thus, there is no way that all these experiments are right at the same time. Thus, there is a clear call for a reanalysis of the experimental data.
We believe that carefully reanalysing the existent data we can learn a lot about K − two and three nucleon absorption mechanisms, about final state interactions, etc. Fig. 1 Experimental claims of the observed deeply bound K − states with nucleons: K − pp clusters from FINUDA [6] , OBELIX [12] , and DISTO [13] ; and K − ppn clusters from KEK [4] , FINUDA [7] , and OBELIX [12] .
This knowledge will be a key element of the future analysis of new experiments with higher statistics, like E15 at J-PARC, AMADEUS at DAΦNE.
We followed this strategy in [8, 9, 14] ; and now we are using the obtained knowledge in analysis of experiment data from [15] . This experiment studied the (K − , p) reaction on 12 C with fast kaons with 1 GeV/c momentum. Our analysis [16] shows that although this experiment is not suitable to extract information about the strength of the K − -nucleon optical potential, it can provide very clean information about two nucleon absorption of K − .
